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One of the weirdest things about Tao is it doesn't matter what language it is in, it's still different from all the other material you may have seen or heard in that language. Although this MP3 is in French, it is strangely insightful to listen to and feel the subtle texture of Tao in another language... However, if you're after the
audio version of Tao, then it's not good if you speak pretty fluent French. I'm also not sure that this full version as 10 minutes seems a little short to read 5000 words / 81 verses and the title suggests that it's just verses from 35 to 44 (from memory the 41st is the only really special of these 9). If you are looking for an audio
version, then I carefully recommend the 8CD edition of Change Your Thoughts, Change Your Life: The Life of the Wisdom of Tao, which consists of 81 verses with explanatory essays after each. And if you want a direct, no-nonsense reading of Tao, then Tao Te Jing: Tao's Classics and Its Power is an excellent reading
by Nigel Hawthorne (King George in the film The Madness of King George). Chinese classic text Tao Te Ching Ink on silk manuscript of the Tao Te Ching, 2nd century BC, unearthed from MawangduiAuthorLaozi (traditionally credited)Original title道德經CountryChina (Zhou)LanguageClassical
ChineseGenrePhilosophyPublication date4th century BCPublished in English1868Original text道德經 at Chinese WikisourceTranslationTao Te Ching at Wikisource Tao Te ChingTraditional Chinese道德經Simplified Chinese道德经Wade–GilesTao⁴ Tê² Ching¹Hanyu PinyinDàodé Jīng Literal meaningClassic of the Way
and VirtueTranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu PinyinDàodé JīngBopomofoㄉㄠˋ ㄉㄜˊ ㄐㄧㄥGwoyeu RomatzyhDawder JingWade–GilesTao⁴ Tê² Ching¹Yale RomanizationDàudé JīngIPA[tâu tɤ̌ tɕíŋ]WuRomanizationDau Teh CinYue: CantoneseYale RomanizationDouhdāk GīngJyutpingDou6dak1 Ging1IPA[tòu.tɐ́k̚
kéŋ]Southern MinHokkien POJTō-tek-kengTâi-lôTō-tik-kingMiddle ChineseMiddle ChineseDɑuX Tək̚ KeŋOld ChineseBaxter–Sagart (2014)*[kə.l]ʕuʔ tʕək k-lʕeŋLaozi's Tao Te ChingTraditional Chinese⽼⼦道德經Simplified Chinese⽼⼦道德经Wade–GilesLao³ Tzŭ³ Tao⁴ Tê² Ching¹Hanyu PinyinLǎozǐ Dàodé Jīng
TranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu PinyinLǎozǐ Dàodé JīngBopomofoㄌㄠˇ ㄗˇㄉㄠˋ ㄉㄜˊ ㄐㄧㄥGwoyeu RomatzyhLaotzyy Dawder JingWade–GilesLao³ Tzŭ³ Tao⁴ Tê² Ching¹Yale RomanizationLǎudž Dàudé JīngIPA[lǎu tsɹ̩̀ tâu tɤ̌ tɕíŋ]Yue : Cantoneseale RomanizationLeuha Duchdak GyungJutpingLu5zi2 Du6dak1
Ging1IPA lo̬u.tsǐː t'u.tɐ́k̚ kéŋ Tek-kengTei-lʕeŋDaode ʕuʔ tʕək rʕuʔ tsəʔ-lyle-tse-t-t-tik-King-Korman ChineseBakster-Sagart (2014) Chinese道德真经道德真經Uia The ⁴ TK2 Cheng1 Cheng1Hanyu Pinyindode Shengyung The Literal Value of the Way and Its PowerTransscriptorPricePricePrice Pinyin Dude
ZhēnjīngBopomofoㄉㄠˋ ㄉㄜˊㄓㄣ ㄐㄧㄥGwoyeu Romacihdauder Genjingwade-GilsTao⁴ TS2 Cheng1 Chenging1 RomanizationDude Yanchjungagu tɤ̌ ʈʂə́n tɕíŋ tˤək ti[n] k-lˤeŋ Other namesLaozi in seal script (top) and regular (bottom) Chinese charactersLaoziChinese⽼⼦Wade–GilesLao³ Tzŭ³Hanyu PinyinLǎozǐ
Literal meaningOld MasterTranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu PinyinLǎozǐBopomofoㄌㄠˇ ㄗˇGwoyeu RomatzyhLaotzyyWade–GilesLao³ Tzŭ³Yale RomanizationLǎudžIPA[lǎu tsɹ̩̀]WuSuzhouneseLâ-tsỳYue: CantoneseYale RomanizationLóuhjíJyutpingLou5zi2IPA[lo̬u.tsǐː]Southern MinHokkien POJLó-chúTâi-lôLó-
tsúOld ChineseBaxter–Sagart (2014)*C.rˤuʔ tsəʔ5000-Character ClassicChinese五千⽂Wade–GilesWu³ Ch'ien¹ Wên²Hanyu PinyinWǔqiān Wén Literal meaningThe 5000 CharactersTranscriptionsStandard MandarinHanyu PinyinWǔqiān WénBopomofoㄨˇ ㄒㄧㄢ ㄨㄣˊGwoyeu RomatzyhWuuchian WenWade–GilesWu³
Ch'ien¹ Wên²Yale RomanizationWǔchyān WénIPA[ù tɕʰjɛ́n wə̌n]Old ChineseBaxter–Sagart (2014)*C.ŋˤaʔ s.n̥ˤi[ŋ] mə[n] Part of a series onTaoism Theories Dao (Tao) De (Te) Wuji Taiji Yin-Yang Wuwei Ziran Xian Wu Xing Qi Zhenren Practices Three Treasures Daoist meditation Daoist diet (Bigu) Neidan Waidan Daoist
sexual practices Five Precepts Ten Precents Texts Yijing Laozi (Daodejing) Zhuangzi Huainanzi Taipingjing Xiang'er Liezi Sanhuangjing Huahujing Qingjing Jing Baopuzi Daozang Deities Hongjun Laozu Three Pure Ones Guan Shengdi Eight Immortals Yellow Emperor Li Hong Xiwangmu Chang'e Jade Emperor Other
deities People Laozi Zhuangzi Lie Yukou Heshanggong Чжан Daoling Чжан Jue Семь мудрецов Bamboo Grove Ge Hong Bao Jinyang Tsianji Tao Hongjing Cheng Xuaning Chen Tuan Wang Chunyang Chudzi Fangshi School Huang-Lao Way Taipin Thumui Tianashue Shanjing Lingbao North Heavenly Master
Chongshuan Cuanzhen (Long Chenyi Wuliu Yao Taoism Holy Places of Taoist Temple Grotto-Heaven of Mount Penlay Mount Kunlun Wudang Mount Luguan Tower Bayun Monastery Organization of the Chinese Taoist Association of Heavenly Priests vte Tao Te Jing (/ˌtaʊtiːˈtʃɪŋ ˈdaʊ dɛ ˈdʒɪŋ/, Simplified Chinese: 道德
经; Traditional Chinese: 道德經; Pinyin: Jodo Yang (listen) tɤ̌ tɕíŋ is a Chinese classic text traditionally attributed to the 6th century B.C. sage Laozi. The authorship of the text, the date of the drafting and the date of its compilation are discussed. at least composed later than the earliest parts of the Chuangzi. Tao Te Jing,
along with Chuangji, is a fundamental text for both philosophical and religious Taoism. It is very similar to the Hindu Upanishads in explaining the fundamental principle of unity that it shares common roots with Upanishads and Vedas. It also had a strong influence on other schools of Chinese philosophy and religion,
including legalism, Confucianism and Buddhism, which was largely interpreted through Taoist words and concepts when it was originally introduced to China. Many artists, including artists, calligraphers and gardeners used Tao Te Jing as a source of inspiration. Its influence has spread widely outside East Asia and is one
of the most translated works in world literature. The name in English, the name usually turns out to be Tao Te Jing /ˌtaʊtiːˈtʃɪŋ/, after the Romanization of Wade-Giles, or Dao De Jing /ˌdaʊdɛˈdʒɪŋ/, after pinyin. The Chinese characters in the title (Chinese: 道德經; pinyin: D'od'j'ng; Wade-Giles: Tao⁴ TK2 Ching1) are: 道
(pinyin: de-o; Wade-Giles: dao⁴) literally means way, or one of its synonyms, but has been extended to the Path. This term, which has been used differently by other Chinese philosophers (including Confucius, Menzia, Mosi and Hanfeizi), has particular significance in the context of Taoism, where it implies a substantial,
nameless process of the universe. 德 (pinyin: d'; Wade-Giles: t'2) means virtue, personal character, inner strength (virtuosity) or integrity. The semantics of this Chinese word resemble the English virtue that has evolved from the Italian virtual, the archaic sense of inner potency or divine power (as in healing the power of
the drug) to the modern meaning of moral perfection or goodness. Compare the composite word 道德 (pinyin: yode; Wade-Giles: dao⁴-t-2), literally ethics, ethical principles, morality or morality. 經 (pinyin: yang; Wade-Giles: ching1) as it is used here means canon, great book, or classic. The first character can be
considered to change the second or can be understood as standing next to it in the change of the third. Thus, Tao Te Jing can be translated as the Classics of The Virtue of the Path (s), the citation necessary book of Tao and its virtues, or the Book of Path and Virtue. It has also been translated as Tao and its
characteristics, The Canon of Reason and Virtue, The Classic Book of Honesty and The Path, and The Treatise on Principle and Its Action. Thus, Tao Te Jing is also sometimes called laozi, especially in Chinese sources. The name Daodejing, with its classic status, was applied only from the reign of Emperor Jing Han
(157-141 BC) and beyond. Other titles include the honorary Sutra (or Perfect Scripture) of the Way and its Power (Daode Chenjing) and the descriptive Classics of 5000 Characters (Wuqian Wen). The text by Tao Te Jing has a long and complex text history. Famous versions and commentaries date back two millennia,
including ancient bamboo, silk and paper manuscripts discovered in the twentieth century. The internal structure of Tao Te Ching is short text around 5,000 Chinese characters in 81 short chapters or sections (章). There is some evidence that the head of departments were later supplement-for-comment, or as a means to
mechanically memorize, and that the original text was more Organized. It features two pieces, Tao Jing (道經; Chapters 1-37) and Te Ching (德經; Chapters 38-81), which may have been edited together into the resulting text, possibly reversing from the original Te Tao Ching. The writing style is concise, has several
grammatical particles and encourages a variety of contradictory interpretations. Ideas are unique; the style is poetic. Rhetorical style combines two main strategies: short, declarative statements and deliberate contradictions. The first of these strategies creates catchy phrases, and the second forces the reader to
reconcile the alleged contradictions. The Chinese characters in the original versions were probably written in the 篆書 seal script, while later versions were written in l's (隸書 clerical script) and kǎishū (楷書 the usual script). The historical authenticity of author Tao Te Jing is attributed to Laozi, whose historical existence
has been the subject of scientific debate. His name, which means Old Master, only fuels controversy on the subject. Laozi's first reliable reference to Laozi is his biography in Shiji (63, T. Chan 1963:35-37), by the Chinese historian Sima Tsian (c. 145-86 BC), which combines three stories. In the first, Laosi was a
contemporary of Confucius (551-479 BC). His surname was Lee (李 Plum), and his personal name was Ayr (⽿ ear) or Dan (聃 long ear). He was an official in the imperial archives, and wrote the book in two parts before leaving for the West; at the request of the keeper of the Han-ku pass, Insi, Laozi composed by Tao
Te Jing. Second, Laozi was Lao Laisi (⽼莱⼦ Old Come Master), also a contemporary of Confucius, who wrote the book in 15 parts. Thirdly, Laozoi was a great historian and astrologer, Lao Dan (⽼聃 Old Long Ears), who lived during the reign (384-362 BC) of the Duke of Xian (獻公) Cin. Generations of scientists have
discussed the historicality of Laozi and the acquaintance of Tao Te Jing. Linguistic studies of the vocabulary and the diagrams of the text's rhymes indicate the date of the composition after Shiji even before Chuangji. Legends claim in different ways that Laosi was born old; that he had lived 996 years, with twelve
previous incarnations, ranging from about the time of the Three Lords to the thirteenth, as Laosi. Some Western scholars have expressed doubts about the historical existence of Laozi, claiming that Tao Te Jing is actually a collection of works by various authors. Many Taos revere Laozi as Taotsu, the founder of the Tao
School, Daoud Tianjin in The Three Pure and one of eight elders transformed from Taiji into a myth of Chinese creation. The prevailing view of scientists today is that the text is a collection or anthology representing several authors. The current text may have been composed from 250 BC, taken from a wide range of texts
dating back to a century or two. The main versions among the many editions of Theo Te Jing's text are, the three main ones named after the early Yan zung Version, which exists only for Te Ching, stems from a commentary attributed to Han Dynasty scientist Yang zun (巖尊, 80 BC - 10 AD). The Heshan Gong Version is
named after the legendary Heshan Gong (河上公 Riverside Sage), who supposedly lived during the reign (180-157 BC) of Emperor Wen Han. This commentary has a foreword written by Ge Xuan (葛⽞, 164-244 AD), granduncle Ge Hong, and the scholarship dates this version around the 3rd century AD. The Van Bee
Version has a more verifiable origin than any of the above. Wang Bi (王弼, 226-249 AD) was a well-known philosopher of the Three Kingdoms period and commentator on Tao Te Jing and Yi Jing. The Tao Te Jing Scholarship has progressed from archaeological manuscript discoveries, some of which are older than any
of the texts received. Beginning in the 1920s and 1930s, Mark Aurel Stein and others found thousands of scrolls in the Mogao caves near Dunhuang. They included more than 50 partial and complete manuscripts of Tao Te Ching. One of them is written by the scribe So/Su Deng (素統) dated 270 AD and closely
corresponds to the version of Heshan Gong. Another partial manuscript has a commentary by Xiang'er (想爾), which was previously lost. In 1973, archaeologists discovered copies of early Chinese books, known as Mawangdduy Silk Texts, in a tomb dating back to 168 BC. They included two nearly complete copies of
the text, called Text A (甲) and Text B (⼄), both of which cancelled the traditional order and placed the Te Ching section in front of Tao Ching, so the Translation of Henricks of them is called Te-Tao Ching. Based on calligraphic styles and imperial avoidance of naming taboos, scholars believe that text A may be dated
around the first decade and text B until about the third decade of the 2nd century BC. In 1993, the oldest known version of the text, written on bamboo tablets, was found in a tomb near the town of Godian (郭店) in Jingmen, Hubei, and dated to 300 BC Guodian Chu Slips consists of about 800 sheets of bamboo with a
total of more than 13,000 characters, about 2000 of which correspond to Te Tao Ching. Both Mawangdui and Guodian versions are generally consistent with the received texts, except for differences in the sequence of chapters and graphical variations. Several recent translations of Tao Te Ching use these two versions,
sometimes with poems reordered to synthesize new finds. The themes of the Text relate to Dao (or The Way), and how it is expressed by virtue (de). In particular, the text emphasizes the virtues of naturalness (ziran) and non-testation (vuwei). Versions and translations of The Tao Te Ching have been translated into
Western languages more than 250 times, mainly in English, German and French. According to Holmes Welch, it's a well-known puzzle that everyone would like to feel that they've solved. The first English translation of Tao Te Ching was produced in 1868 by a Scottish missionary John Chalmers, entitled Speculation on
Metaphysics, Politics, and Morality of the Old Philosopher Lau-Ce. He was indebted to Julian's French translation and dedicated to James Legge, who later produced his own translation for Oxford's Sacred Books of the East. The other notable English translations of Tao Te Jing are those prepared by Chinese scholars
and teachers: 1948 translation by linguist Lin Yutang, translated 1961 by author John Ching Miaung Wu, translated 1963 by synologist Ding Chuk Lau, another 1963 translation by Professor Wing-Tsit Chan and a 1972 translation by Taoist teacher Ja-Fu Feng with his wife Jane Yinglish. Many translations are written by
people who have a basis in Chinese and philosophy who try to make the original meaning of the text as accurately as possible in English. Some of the more popular translations are written from a less scientific point of view, giving an individual author's interpretation. Critics of these versions claim that their translators
deviate from the text and are incompatible with the history of Chinese thought. Russell Kirkland continues to argue that these versions are based on Western Oriental fantasies and represent a colonial appropriation of Chinese culture. Other Taoist scholars, such as Michael Lafargue and Jonathan Herman, argue that



although they do not apply for a scholarship, they meet the real spiritual need in the West. These westernized versions are designed to make the wisdom of Tao Te Jing more accessible to modern English-speaking readers, usually using more familiar cultural and temporal references. Translation difficulties This section
needs additional citations to verify. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. (January 2018) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Tao Te Jing is written in classic Chinese, which creates a number of problems for full
understanding. As Holmes Welch points out, written language has no active or passive language, no singular, no plural, no business, no person, no tense, no mood. In addition, the resulting text lacks many grammatical particles that are stored in the old texts of Mawandui and Beida, allowing the text to be more accurate.
Finally, many passages of Tao Te Jin are deliberately vague and ambiguous. Since there are no punctuation marks in classical Chinese, it can be difficult to definitively determine where one sentence ends and the next begins. Moving a full stop a few words forward or backward or inserting a comma can fundamentally
change the meaning of many passages, and such separations and meanings must be determined by the translator. Some editors and translators claim that the resulting text is so spoiled (from originally written on single bamboo stripes associated with silk threads) that it is impossible some chapters without moving
character sequences from one place to another. Famous translations of Julien, Stanislas, ed. (1842), Le Livre de la Voie et de la Vertu, Paris: Imprimerie Royale. Chalmers, John, John. (1868), Speculation on metaphysics, politics and morality of the Old Philosopher Lau-Tze, London: Trebner and Co Legge, James; et
al., eds. (1891), King Tao Teh, Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XXXIX, Sacred Books of China, Vol. V, Oxford: Oxford University press. Giles, Lionel; et al., Ed. (1905), Lao Tzu Sayings, Wisdom of the East, New York: E.P. Dutton and Ko Suzuki, Daisetzu Titearo; et al., eds. (1913), Canon of Reason and Virtue: King Tao
Tech Lao-Tce, La Salle: Open Court. Viger, Leon, Ed. (1913), Le Perez du Sistema-Taoist, Taosme, Tom II, Hien Hien (French). Mitchell, Steven (1988), Tao Te Jing: New English version, New York: HarperCollins, ISBN 9780061807398. Henrix, Robert G. (1989), Lao Tzu: Te Tao ching. New Translation Based on Newly
Discovered Ma-wang-tui Texts, New York: Ballantine Books, ISBN 0-345-34790-0 Lau, D. C. (1989), Tao Te Ching, Hong Kong: Chinese University Press, ISBN 978962014671 Mair, Victor H., Ed. (1990), Tao Te Jing: Classic Book of Integrity and Ways, New York: Bantam Books, ISBN 9780307444630. Bryce, Derek; et
al., eds. (1991), Tao-Te Ching, York Beach: Samuel Weiser, ISBN 9781609254414. Addiss, Stephen and Lombardo, Stanley (1991) Tao Te Ching, Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishing Company. See also the Oriental philosophy of Huahujing Huainanzi Liezi Tsingjing Jing Xishengjing Chuangji (book) Notes Tĕh
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